
THE RULES

The Ninja stole up in the heart of the ancient temple in order to snatch the
Sacred Roll. “The Roll must not be profaned with a murder” – such order was given
to the Ninja – “…You must leave the castle without making any harm to the guard”.

But the loss of the scroll was discovered immediately!
“Catch the thief! Take him alive!!” - the enraged shogun (fearsome Samurai

lord) screams.
Will the warrior of the night reach the outer walls of the temple, and escape

from the chase, or Samurais will be able to surround him, and take captive?

1. Composition of the game
1.1. The game includes: game board, 1 Ninja Marker, 6 Samurai Markerswith
colored armors, 6 Samurai Tokens, 7 Plastic Marker Stands.
1.2. Before you start playing the first game, please gently squeeze markers and to-
kens out of the cardboard sheet and insert markers in stands.

2. Preparing to play
2.1. Put on the table the game board.
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The crossroads are located around the game board. They are linked by
paths. Paths include: stone-paved roads, trails, bridges, suspension bridges be-
tween the towers and the outer walls of the temple. Movement is possible only by
paths from one crossroad to another..

2.2. Players agree how many Samurais (minimum 3, maximum 6), will catch daring
Ninja and do they use any additions to the rules (see Sec.6).

Only one player can play for the Ninja, but for the Samurais – either one
player (manages all the Samurai Markers) or several players (each player controls
a certain number of the Samurai Markers). If several players play for Samurais,
they agree on their movement order.
2.3. Samurais players put their Markers on the board, at the crossroads of the outer
walls. Samurai’s players take the tokens, which have color as armor of samurai
that they manage.
2.4. Ninja player puts his Marker on the board at one of the crossroads of the inner
temple.

3. Goal of the game
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3.1. Ninja goal: to reach one of the crossroads located on the outer walls.
3.2. Samurais goal: do not allow this, and take all the neighboring to Ninja cross-
roads so that Ninja could not make the next move (to surround him).
3.3. Winning the game:

The game ends with victory of Ninja if he was able to reach any of the•
crossroads on the outer walls.
The game ends with victory of Samurais, if they were able to take all the•
neighboring to Ninja crossroads and Ninja at the beginning of a turn has
nowhere to move (and Ninja at that moment is not at a crossroad on the
outer wall).

4. Movement in the game
4.1. Ninja goes the first, the Samurais after him according to the initially agreed
order.

After player move his Samurai Markers he must flip his Samurai Tokens
face down.

The player must flip his Samurai Tokens face up before the next turn will
begin.
4.2.During a turn, each markers can be moved to any of the neighboring crossroads
linked by the paths with the player’s crossroad location.
4.3. It is allowed to move only to a free (not occupied by other markers) crossroad.
4.4. It is forbidden: to pass several crossroads with one markers during a turn; and
to move not along the paths.
4.5. Obligation to move (basic rules):

4.5.1. Ninja is obliged to move each turn.
4.5.2. Each Samurai can either move or remain in place (if not using an ad-

ditional rule of Sec. 6.1).

5. Ranks for the winner
Winner(s) in a game gets the appropriate rank depending on the number of

Samurais tokens used to persecute Ninja. The more Samurais used – the lower the
rank of the Samurais players (in case of their victory), and the higher the rank of
the player Ninja (if he managed to escape from his pursuers). Conversely, the
smaller the Samurais on the board – the greater is the honor (and the higher is the
rank) of the Samurais-winners, and the less glory (and lower grade) are for Ninja-
winner.



6. Additional rules
(recommended after mastering the basic rules)

6.1. All Samurais Markers must move. If any Samurai Markers was not moved
during a turn – Ninja player has the right to put this Samurai Marker on any free
crossroad adjacent to his current location.
6.2. Silence. Samurai players are not allowed to speak with each other. Only ges-
tures can be used for their communication.
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